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DVSL
The vacuum lifter for your fork lift

HANDLING DEVICES



                  

- Quality Management ISO 9001
- Concept studies, simulation, documentation
- State of the art software (Solidworks, Ansys, Eplan, …)

ASSEMBLINGMANUFACTURINGPROJEKT MANAGEMENT / ENGINEERING AFTER SALES SERVICE

- Experienced and highly trained personnel
- In-depth understanding of the overall TBM
- Field experience from diverse variety of 
  former project implemantations

- Quick reaction time
- Professional project support 
- Vast international experience

- Qualif ied manufacturing processes
- 90% Inhouse manufacturing
- EN 1090 certif ied conformity

The DVSL vacuum lifter is used for the easy and flexible lifting, 
turning and transport of pre-cast concrete segments in mobile 
applications.
Developed as an attachment for a fork lift, the DVSL vacuum 
lifter is ideally suitable for the fast and efficient handling of 
the pre-cast concrete segments at ground level, since all func-
tions can be controlled directly from the driver‘s cab.
The system is designed as an interior-suction (intrados) model.

DVSL

The DVSL is equipped with an emergency 
power diesel generator (or a battery unit) 
to guarantee autonomous operation at 
the fork lift.

EMERGENCY POWER GENERATOR

DVSL-90

This version enables the turning 
and swivelling of pre-cast concrete 
segments. 

NEW!
More autonomy thanks to a 

future-oriented power supply 

with our new battery chan-

ging system.

DVSL

Payload             ≤12`000 kg

Current generator             ≤ 6 kW

Vaccum plate shape             intrados / extrados

Energy supply             hydraulic 
            diesel (emergency power generator)
            battery unit

TECHNICAL  DATA



Having our core business within the area of special machine construc-
tion, most of our products are unique and are 
specifically customised for the required application. We plan and build 
the individual solution for your special device from one source. The close 
cooperation between our engineers, specialist technicians and the pro-
duction department enables us to provide a system that meets your re-
quirements in all areas.

Our manufacturing comprises an extensive range of 
machinery meeting the latest technical and quality standards. Given the 
constant process optimisation in accordance with our ISO 9001 certifica-
tion, we can guarantee short implementation deadlines and an outstan-
ding price-performance ratio as we do most of the work in-house. Com-
bined with components from our European partners every final product 
fulfils exceptional quality requirements.

DEVO-TECH - YOUR PARTNER FOR TBM EQUIPMENT

WORLD CLASS QUALITY MADE IN SWITZERLAND

«With more than 20 years of expertise in manufacturing 
vacuum lifting systems we are the preferred segment 
handling supplier for the world market leader of tunnel-
ling technology. Our devices can lift and transport loads 
of up to 30,000 kg safely and precisely into any desired 
position.
With applications ranging from Europe across Asia to even 
Australia we have proven our vast competence within a 
variety of international projects. »
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